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en. sure <11 [en-sh"0 ,, -shu, ] Sri*:wJBA

verb fused with object), en. sured, en. sur. ing.
I. to secure or guarantee: 7711's lette, :*!!"@11su, 'e yon a nearing

2. to make sure or certain: mensi, res toe, ,sure tl, esi, ccess fron
undertaking

3. to make secure orsafe, as from harm.

4. insure( defs I-3 ) .

Origin:
1350-1400; Middle English ensuren < Anglo-French enseurer See sri=
L sureSynonyms

safeguard
establish

protect

arrange
confirm

provide

certify
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Related forms
en. sur. er, noun
un. en. sured, adjective

Synonyms
3. protect, guard, safeguard.
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Example sentences
The large single panes ensure that there is no
visual interruption between

We will ensure that these networks are secure.
trustworthy and resilient

Some measures are being taken to ensure
economic and financial stability

By revealing the crux of the story upfront, you
pique interest and ensure you
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ensure or insure (enTua, -To : )

TV"2.

- vb

I. ( may take a clause as obyect ) to make certain or sure;
guarantee: this victory winensure IVs happyhess

2. to make safe or secure; protect

Insure or ,nsure
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en'surer or insure
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Word Origin & History

it"msb conditions, pp;y
see reb*Ile Fortull, elail,

.

ensure

late 14c. , from Anglo. Fr. enseurer, from en. "make" + 0. Fr. seur
"sure, " probably inn. by O. Fr. asseurer "assure. " Related: E, Isured;
ensures; ensuring.
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after-ripening

army of occupation

auspicate

bankable

conjecture
Dawes plan
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de bene esse

homogenize

interlock

IPhigenia

liaison

mechantss lien

Matching Quote

"The an'stonee of pleasure I'S thenrst
mystery. Tile existence of pain nos
promptedformorephilosophicol
speerilotion. Pleasure andpoi, Ineed to
be considered together; they ore
inseparable. yetthe spacejilled by each
is perhaps different. PIeosure, defined
OS a sense of gratification, is essenti'o1
for naturels workings. Otherwise there
would be no impulse to satisj^ the needs
which ensure the bodyls and thespeci'es'
suruiuol. Andst!rutuol-for reosons we
do not knotu-is multittei, ,inscribed us
nature's only gool. Gratification, or its
antidpoti'on, nets OS a good. Pain o7'the
fear typoin acts OS a warning. Both ore
essential. 771e difference between tilem,
considered OS opposites, is thot
pleasure hos a constanttendency to
exceed its. ninetionolpun, OSe, to not
knotu its pinee. "
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